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SPECIAL FEATURE

MAIN STAGE

Black Sabbath
Only one of the greatest

shaping powers in metal history,
Ozzy remains one of its great
driving forces today – with Sharon
of course – for good reason. Maybe
you’ve got an opinion and your
mind made up about the Ozz after
watching the last few seasons of
“The Osbournes,” but don’t let that
in any way dictate what you expect
from Sabbath’s live show.

Ozzy, Tommy Iommi and
Geezer Butler performing together?
Any metal-head who says no to that
ought to hand over all their
chained accessories, cut off their
dreads – or unwashed near-dreads
– and bleach all their black T-
shirts. They are of course a little
older these days, but not so much
that they won’t still grab your
attention span by the balls for their
whole set. It’s rock history in
action, dude!

Iron Maiden
Speaking of a part of rock

history that shreds just as hard
today as it ever did, have you heard
Maiden’s doing Ozzfest this year?
Iron-mother-effin’-Maiden! Yeah,
yeah, Sabbath is great and all, but
Maiden?! Come on.

Mudvayne
Who would have thought, out

of all the bands on Ozzfest this
year, that Mudvayne would be the
one that is currently getting the
most mainstream radio and TV
play? Kind of weird, huh? Not
really core and not old-school
metal, Mudvayne is, in a way, right
in the middle of the two ends of the
hard-music spectrum of this year’s
lineup. That said, they’ll surely be
the band that attracts all the
sweaty, dirty, bro’ed out inland kids
(no offense if you’re a sweaty, dirty,
bro’ed out inland kid). Even if you
know absolutely nothing about
metal or hard rock, there’s
probably a semi-recent Mudvayne
song you know the chorus to.

Shadows Fall
Average rock-listeners may not

be able to quote a single Shadows
Fall song, but they sure as hell
recognize front man Brian Fair’s
ginormously long dreads. Whether
or not you think they’re really
worthy of the main stage slot they
landed this year is up to you and
surely arguable both ways, but the
band has taken a step close to the
old-school metal camp with the
release of last year’s War Within.
So give the dudes props in
recognition of their metal roots if
nothing else.

Maybe you’re one of the very few people who enjoys all this summer heat L.A. is experiencing
right now. Maybe you’re also one of the masochistic minority that wouldn’t be opposed to letting
your ears and the rest of your body be assaulted aurally and physically at a day-long music festival.
If the mere thought of it doesn’t have you sweating bullets of perspiration, angst and vicarious
pain, then maybe it’s about time you bought your Ozzfest tickets.

From the very staple of Ozzfest himself, Ozzy with Black Sabbath, and returning heavyweights
Mudvayne, Black Label Society, Shadows Fall, to one of the greatest metal bands never before to
grace an Ozzfest lineup, Iron Maiden, and up-and-comers Mastodon, Arch Enemy and As I Lay
Dying, this year promises good things for festival attendees. Fans of this year’s headliners should
enjoy all bands slated to appear, as opposed to the slightly more disjointed lineup of last year, with
more off-the-trodden-path bands like Lacuna Coil, Bleeding Through and Every Time I Die.

If, by the very, very small chance you get a little bored during the day, there will of course be
the Village of the Damned to explore and traipse about for time-killing. Tattoo artists, piercing
booths and, best of all, video games will be in great abundance, as all three seem to go hand in
hand, no? Don’t spend too much time there looking for the churro stand or Arch Enemy front
woman Angela Gossow with prepared marriage proposals, though, or you might miss some of the
rocking bands on this year’s Ozzfest lineup.
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Slipknot
Unbeknownst to those who

casually checked the Ozzfest lineup
on its official Web site, Slipknot,
quite possibly the most successful
band of current, modern hard rock,
is making a special appearance for
only the San Bernardino date. Unless
you’ve been under the proverbial
rock for the last however-many years,
you’ve probably had the lyrics of
guitar riffs for more than a few
Slipknot songs beaten into your
consciousness by every medium
imaginable. With a bravado and
sense of aesthetic that other bands
this year don’t have and couldn’t
hope to compete with, Slipknot
makes sure fans get a full rock
performance. So what if they went
mainstream? You still love them,
don’t lie.

Black Label Society
It’s Zakk Wylde. You’ll either like

him and his band’s set, or he will
come out into the audience and eat
you. True story. We don’t think you’ll
have to worry about that, though,
because it is, after all, Zakk Wylde.

In Flames
Well … they’re Swedish metal.

With soaring guitars, standard
monotone yelling, they’re your
typical fare from non-British
foreigners crossing over to the
American market.

HOT TOPIC
SECOND STAGE

Rob Zombie
If you’ve seen either House of

1,000 Corpses or The Devil’s Rejects,
you likely already know that Rob
Zombie’s brain is just a little on the
majorly fucked up side, in that “he
did not just do that,” kind of way.
Give that same man a band and the
ability to create a live show to go
along with that band and you’re
asking for trouble. Expect Zombie to

play his classic ’90s anthemic, pump-
your-fists hits like “Dragula” and
“More Human Than Human,” along
with a lot of other songs that were
beaten into your consciousness by
any and all mainstream media
outlets over the last decade. He’s not
going all out with the makeup and
costuming like he used to ’cause, you
know, he’s a family man now and all.

Killswitch Engage
Any band that is just at home

opening for sissy-emo-radio-rockers
the Used as they are playing the
second stage at Ozzfest deserves
credit for sheer versatility if nothing
else. But lucky for you there is plenty
else to give them credit for, like their
face-meltingly gritty brand of
hardcore.

As I Lay Dying
The much buzzed about up-and-

comer of this year’s Fest, As I Lay
Dying, is one of those bands in the
running to make itself the face of
modern metalcore. This is one of the
bands you can expect to be in the
final heat of this race.

A Dozen Furies
Maybe you watched “Battle for

Ozzfest” on MTV. Maybe you’ve
forgotten about it already. Maybe
you haven’t forgotten about it

because you were hoping Manntis or
Cynder (now going by Curse Your
Name) or Guilt By Association had
won. Or maybe you were rooting for
cool guy Marc, guitarist for A Dozen
Furies, from the beginning. Regard-
less, give Furies three minutes of
your time and they’ll surely make a
fan of you by the end of their first
song. They didn’t beat out all those
other bands and win Sharon and
Ozzy’s favor for nothing, you know.

Mastodon
If ever there was a more fitting

band name, Mastodon would likely
find out about it and crush it under
the sheer weight of it's monstrously
huge rock. There’s something about
the shredding and strumming of
guitarists Brent Hinds and Bill
Kelliher that’s really anthemic,
thrashy and downright haunting at
the same time with how atmospheric
it is. Of all the bands playing the
second stage, Mastodon is by far the
highest priority on your must-see
list, and its members promise to play
the most epic set you’ll see.

The Haunted
More Swedes.

Arch Enemy
So the women on last year’s

lineup were Cristina Scabbia, singer
for Lacuna Coil, Marta, keyboardist
for Bleeding Through, and Otep.

This year, the fairer gender’s
numbers are shaved down further
with only one (legitimate) rep-
resentative.

Continuing the tradition of
beautiful women you would never
tell to their faces that they are
beautiful for fear they might beat
you senseless, is Arch Enemy front
woman Angela Gossow. A far cry, or
piercing yell rather, from the darkly
melodic and flowing voice of
Scabbia, Gossow’s ability to throw
down vocally is on par with any guy
who might take the stage before or

after Arch Enemy’s set. It’s
something different, but not so
much that it will alienate true
metalheads, and it’s definitely
something that’s not unwelcome in
the midst of the sausage-fest that
would be the rest of the day.

The Black Dahlia Murder
Brutally shredding, the Black

Dahlia Murder is the epitome of
musically uncontrolled chaos. Take
your Lamb of God, Cradle of Filth-
esque metalcore, and mix it with an
almost cheesy, ’60s horror movie
score flair for the melodramatically
scary, and you’ve got the Black
Dahlia Murder in a nutshell. One of
the more modern bands in terms of
the ages of its members and its take
on metal, the Black Dahlia Murder
offers up something that’s not in too
heavy of abundance on this year’s
tour, and are definitely a second
stage highlight worth checking out.

Bury Your Dead
Kings of the metalcore

breakdown, Unearth, are un-
fortunately not on Ozzfest again this
year, but stepping up to fill some
mighty big combat boots are fellow
New Englanders Bury Your Dead.
Boston-core really should be a new
sub-genre, since Massachusetts must
have something in the water that
makes anyone who picks up a guitar
over there have an instinctual
understanding of how to write the
most killer breakdowns known to
man. Bastards. Also bringing that

much-needed youthful energy and
volatility to Ozzfest, Bury Your Dead
is pretty straightforward with its
lyricism, musicianship and in what
its members want from their crowd.
It’s angry bro-music that is, of
course, the soundtrack for you to
fuck shit up to, but really, are you
going to disobey?

It Dies Today
Your typical Trustkill band, It

Dies Today is kind of filling the
niche that Atreyu filled on last year’s
bill, or maybe they're just assuming
their identity entirely, depending on
how you look at them. It’s Orange
County hardcore – even though It
Dies Today is from Buffalo – with
the standard melodic hooks thrown
in and the sing-along “throw the
microphone to the crowd for this
part” bridge. It’s not splitting atoms,
but it’s not bad music either.

Soilwork
This would be a good time to

take a cigarette or bathroom break
and go peruse the Village of the
Damned.

Trivium
Half the members of Trivium

aren’t even old enough to legally
drink the official beverage of Ozzfest
(cheap, watered-down piss-beer).
Trivium is a little more structured in
their musicianship than the other
bands of young-uns, but make no
mistake, vocalist Matt Heafy’s
guttural growling is just as
chaotically frenzied as any of
Trivium’s hardcore contemporaries.
They interject some vocal melody
here and there, too, but not in a bad
way, we promise.

Gizmachi
Weird name with a weirder

juxtaposition of musical styles and
influences. Artsy-metal? Weird.
There’s a lot of modern hardcore, a
lot of ’90s hard metal and just a tinge
of the melodically inclined nu-metal
that happened in-between, but don’t
let the mention of that scare you off.
If you’re over 25 years old and don’t
live in Orange County, you might
find something in Gizmachi you
like.

Wicked Wisdom
OK, we don’t know if you all

know this or not … but Jada
Pinkett-Smith is in this band. We
don’t want to spark any controversy
or anything, but yeah, Jada fronts
this band.

But hey, you know what? Ozzy
and Sharon both OK’d Wicked
Wisdom, so they must see
something that the vast majority of
naysayers don’t. And you know what
else? It’s Ozzy and Sharon’s word.
You’re not going to argue.

Doors open at 9 a.m. For more
information, visit www.ozzfest.com.
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